Bill Wilson, Ferguson
Why do you want to serve on the BAGI Board of Directors?
1.)

I believe that my experience in the industry and within the association offers years of
experience that can help the B.O.D. sustain the growth and strength of the association

What is your vision as a potential board member?
2.)
My vision as a potential board member is clear. I believe that the I will continue to listen to
current members to determine what it is that drives them as a member and communicate
those concepts to the Board for consideration and implementation.
How are you currently involved with BAGI?
3.)

Current Hamilton County Council President, Past Hamilton County Secretary, Combined
County Council Golf Outing Committee, Trackside Event Committee, Membership
Appreciation volunteer, active attendance in all county council membership meetings,
Strong supporter of BAGI.

What is your current position and what are your interests/hobbies?
4.)

My current position is with Ferguson Enterprises as an Outside salesperson. My interest are
any outdoor activity such as fishing, walks, football and family.

What are the most important issues facing the residential industry and how can BAGI address them?
5.)

There are many important issues facing the residential industry. The most important as I
see it is land, labor, education and continued growth with strong membership with active
builders and associates. BAGI can continue to develop relationships with City, State and
even federal contacts to make sure that we are working together as one to make sure that
the proper infrastructure is available to develop inviting communities to sustain the growth
of Central Indiana. Labor is very important in that without the proper work force everything
becomes more difficult. We must reach out to all demographics to feed the need for all
roles of labor.

How have your experiences in the building industry influenced your life?
Continued growth will happen as a result of an active association and our ability to sustain what we have
and to continue to develop ways to be proactive with regards to always reaching for improvement.

